with NATALIE BACON, JD, CFP, CERTIFIED LIFE COACH

The measure of your growth isn’t how
easy your life is — it’s how easy you
are on yourself when your life is hard.
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Hi Friend,
Welcome to all the goodness that is Grow You!
Grow You a virtual life coaching program for women and moms
who want to deep dive into personal development and get coached
on every day life, all while designing a more extraordinary future.
Through my unique method of life coaching, I give you new
tools you can start using immediately. Additionally, I coach you
so you can see what you’re missing and where to go next so you
make better decisions and live with fewer regrets. I designed this
program so you can optimize and maximize your life.
This brochure is a brief glimpse at how we’ll go about changing
your life in Grow You. There’s no better time to uplevel your life
than right now. I’ll support you and be there with you every step
of the way.

Natalie
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to p i c o f t h e m o n t h
Each month there is a new topic to deep dive into.

All the topics fall under the main pillars of Grow You, which are:
•

Health (mental, emotional, and physical)

•

Relationships (marriage, parenting, friendships, acquaintances)

•

Wealth (making, having, giving money)

•

Contribution (career, fulfillment, purpose)

Here’s a look at some of the topics covered in Grow You:
•

Feeling Stuck

•

Strengthening Relationships

•

Parenting

•

Money Mastery

•

Career Direction

•

Weight loss

•

Overdrinking

•

Self-Doubt + Self-Confidence

•

Goal Setting

•

Rewiring Your Brain

•

Decluttering + Simplifying

•

Productivity + Time Management

•

Rewriting Your Past

•

Finding Your Purpose

These are just some of the topics covered in Grow You. Each month there’s
something new.
Your life can drastically improve in every area, whether you’re struggling in
that area or not. Grow You is a complete upleveling program for every area of
your life.
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Don’t wish it were easier, wish you were
stronger. Life doesn’t get easier but you
can get stronger.
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m o n t h ly c o u r s e
Each month you get a brand new course on the Topic Of The Month.

The Monthly Course covers new concepts to learn and focus
on for the month ahead.
Each course is filled with in depth questions to get you thinking and
reflecting, as well as techniques to help you master the topic.
I teach the course and you can watch (and rewatch) the replay
as much as you want.
What’s especially life changing is the growth you’ll discover on topics
you never imagined. No matter where you are in your life, just like a
video game, there’s always another level.
By focusing on one topic each month, you’ll have focus and constraint.
Over the course of a year, your life will be unrecognizable (in the best
possible way).
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Create from a place of having enough
and you’ll always have enough. Create
from a place of lack and you’ll never
have enough.
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m o n t h ly w o r k b o o k
Each month you get a brand new workbook on the Topic Of The Month.

The Monthly Workbooks include Worksheets with question prompts that
will help you apply this work to your life. You can print them or use
them digitally, and fill them out as much or as little as you want. These
Workbooks are designed to stretch your mind and take the work deeper.
Unlike school where you’re punished for not doing the work, you get to
decide how much of the Workbook homework you do or don’t do. It’s
available for you, but not required.
Writing down the work you’re doing is usually very transformational
for members. The Monthly Workbooks are just another way for you to
apply this work to your life and transform it, one month at a time.
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Yes, it’s hard.
And you can do hard things.
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live group coaching + replays
You can attend live group coaching calls throughout the week and
watch replays on your own time.
The live group coaching calls are an opportunity for you to get life
coaching from a Certified Life Coach.
What surprises most new members is how valuable it is to watch other
people get coached. You get to see how other people’s minds work, then
apply the lesson to your life. It’s life changing.
Grow You Coaching Calls are offered several times per week, and if you
can’t make the live call, you can always watch (or listen) to the replays.
They’re available 24/7.
Each week, there are coaching calls on a variety of topics in addition to
general and open coaching. So no matter where you’re at in life, there’s
a call for you.
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Decide what you want. Then
learn how to want it with
commitment and conviction. Everything
else is just details.
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24/7 w r i t t e n c o a c h i n g
The Ask A Coach Forum is available to you for 24/7 written
coaching.
Any time (day or night) that you want to get coached, you can. The
written coaching in Grow You is limitless. You can submit your question
to the Ask A Coach forum and get coaching whenever you want. On top
of that, there’s no limit on how often you can submit. You can submit
questions as much as you want.
AND the coaching is completely anonymous and published in the
forum. This means, you can read other members’ questions and how
they were answered. No one (not even me) knows who wrote the
question. This is powerful because you can see what other people are
struggling with and learn how to handle similar situations in your own
life.
The Ask A Coach forum alone can change your life.
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Whatever you want, you can have.
It’s not your job to decide whether it’s
realistic. It’s your job to want it.
I’ll show you how to create it.
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w e e k ly v i d e o e m a i l s
On Sundays, you get a private video lesson via email, called
Sunday Start.
Every Sunday, I send you a video lesson on something to focus
on for the week.
Sunday Start is exclusive to Grow You members.
It’s a short and oh so powerful video. It’s packed with content that will
leave you feeling inspired and ready for the week ahead.
Sunday Start makes it easy for you to stay focused and connected.
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There’s always room to grow and
improve your life, while still enjoying
the present moment.
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bonus courses
You get exclusive Bonus Courses that are immediately available.
As a bonus, Grow You comes with many courses on a variety of topics,
including How To Coach Yourself, Processing Emotions, How To
Change Your Eating Habits Forever, Money Mindset, and more.
Everything from self-coaching to changing your eating habits
to processing emotions to entrepreneurship and more.
You can take the Bonus Courses anytime and have unlimited access
while you’re in Grow You.
Bonus Courses are always being added, too. So, there’s a stream
of new content for you to binge on whenever you want more.
This is an amazing value to the program that students love.
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You deserve to live an extraordinary
life that you’re obsessed with.
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p r i vat e p o d c a s t
You have access to the Grow You Private Podcast.

As a Grow You Member, if you’re an Apple or Android user, you get a
private, members-only podcast.
This is perfect if you’re on the go and prefer to listen to coaching and
calls in your podcast app. Members who are already podcast listeners
love this feature. It makes consuming content easier than ever.
If you love podcasts, you’re going to love this feature in Grow You.
You’ll feel like the Private Podcast is a convenience you didn’t know
could bring so much value to your life, simply because it makes the
content so accessible.
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The difference between impossible and
possible is up to you.
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p r i vat e c o a c h i n g
Private Coaching is an added feature to Grow You that you can
use any time.
If you’d like to get private coaching, you can do that by purchasing a
private coaching session inside Grow You.
Think of Grow You as the gym membership and private coaching as
hiring a personal trainer. It’s not for everyone, but it’s there for those
who want to take the work even deeper.
There are additional Certified Life Coaches who will work with you
privately on whatever issue you’re having and would like help with. It’s
pretty amazing.
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“I am loving Grow You so far! It’s amazing how just a month ago I had no
idea what I wanted in basically any aspect of my life and now new ideas and
goals are popping in my mind all the time that make me super excited.”
– Sam
“Grow You is the only membership I have because it’s vital to my personal
growth and self coaching. Grow You is a must. Thank you
for all you do!”
– Lidys
“Basically obsessed with Grow You. The intro videos alone changed
my world. Thank you Natalie! I feel like we are online besties.”
– Jami
“It’s amazing to see how far I’ve come by shifting my mindset. I cannot
tell you how much better I feel. From the bottom of my heart, thank you so
much!”
– Ali
“The content in Grow You is outstanding. I have had man “aha” moments
to say the least.”
– Angela
“All I can say is thank you. I truly believe last year was my best year and
this next year will be even better. And I had many circumstances that I
thought made this impossible before Grow You. I’m now at peace and ready
to move forward. I couldn’t have asked for a better coach and mentor.”
– Avani
“This coaching is helping me feel more kind and compassionate with
myself, in addition to not feeling in a rush. Thank you!”
– Chloe
“The work I did with Natalie is the reason I was able to leave a job I liked,
but didn’t love and create a business based on my dream life. And I did it 5
months ahead of schedule. It’s so fun to think that I’m just getting started.
Grow You couldn’t have come at a more perfect time for me.
Can’t wait for what’s coming next!”
– Candice

“The advice I got on the first call with Natalie has given me so much
clarity! I’m planning things out now, following through, and it’s setting me
up for success in ways I didn’t know was possible.
I love this program!”
– Kat

“Grow You has changed so much for me. I didn’t even realize how much of an
impact learning these tools would have on absolutely every area of my life—
weight, money, time management, business, self-confidence. I’m so thankful
to be in this program. Natalie breaks everything down in a way that is so easy
to understand and apply directly to my life. The value is insane and I couldn’t
recommend this program more.
Thank you, Natalie, for helping me bring my life to the next level!”
– Felicia
“The calls are SO GOOD!!! I mean, holy cow so much amazing information
to soak up just by watching them. Can’t thank Natalie
enough for creating this and for providing us all with such amazing
and life-changing work!
I’m raving about Grow You to all my friends! So glad I joined!”
– Jessica
“I’ve been looking forward to Grow You for so long and it’s everything I
hoped it would be and more. Thank you, thank you, thank you, Natalie!”
– Kirsten
“I’m loving all of Grow You! It’s helping me with my need for approval from
others. I’m making better decisions and owning them, instead of looking to
everyone else for approval.”
– Suzi
“I’m so happy with Grow You. I’ve had mentors, coaches, and bought courses
before and nothing compares to the amount developed and delivered on here.
I’m really pleased I signed up for the whole year!
I’m loving the coaching and highly recommend it.”
– Natasha
“I absolutely love Grow You! The live coaching is fantastic! I love hearing
other’s stories, questions, mind work, wins and woes. It’s great knowing I’m
not alone on this journey I’m embarking on.”
– Ashley
“I can’t even begin to tell you how much I am able to reshape my life because
of Grow You. I have been up every day at 4am. I would have never considered
that a possibility. I don’t even mind setting my alarm and have even woken up
before it a few times.
My overall well being and happiness has improved dramatically. I love Grow
You!”
– Melissa
“Grow You came at the perfect time in my life. I was really struggling with
self-doubt and time management in my new business. After the first coaching
call with Natalie, I walked away feeling like I finally had some clarity along
with action steps that could help me move past my negative thoughts and
focus on growing my business. I had no idea how much I really needed the
skills and content from Grow You. I truly feel like Grow You has allowed me to
unlock a whole new level of potential in myself and my business.”
– Coral
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nataliebacon.com/coaching

